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how happy are you?

the neuroscience of happiness

Neuroscientific evidence proves our brains
are hard-wired to make us feel mentally
crappy a lot of the time.
Briefly, our survival-focused brains, are controlled by the
sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the hypothalamicpituitary-adrenal axis (HPAA).
The SNS and HPAA are reactive systems. They register
possible threats and rewards and fire us up chemically to
respond.

This mechanism is great.in keeping us safe with the side effect
of making us feel anxious, stressed, disappointed and generally
low spirited.
You already know that modern life and urbanization that your
SNS and HPAA are fired up most of the time in response to the
daily challenges you face in your environment and social
structures.
Yet we have another system at our disposal: the
parasympathetic nervous system (PNS).
When our PNS takes charge we feel great: calm, relaxed,
tranquil, clear-headed. And ultimately, happy.
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give yourself a chance of happiness

Breathe!
Surely I’m kidding you right? It’s got to be more than that.
And anyhow, you’re breathing when you feel anxious too…
Yes, there is more to it than that, but the first thing to do is
breathe. And I mean, deeply breathe into your belly and
slowly.
Try it now and compare how you were feeling before and
after.

Powerful huh?
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choosing happiness

Breathing is your first step.
And there’s other things that do the same thing including
physical and mental relaxation,
meditation,
prayer
bringing our attention in towards sensations of the body,
focusing on immediate sensory experiences and feelings
(also called ‘mindfulness’), and
 touch






Touching the lips is especially good sensory PNS activator.

But you can’t go round kissing people all
day. Or for most people, spend your day
meditating, praying or even relaxing.
What you can do, all day, every day, at
work and at home, is practice
‘mindfulness’.

What do you need to be mindful of to be
happy?
You focus on those things that make you feel motivated
and driven.
What drives you?
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what
drives
you?

Section 02
the four basic human needs
at the heart of practical
neuroscience

what drives you?

four basic human needs at the heart of
practical neuroscience
Your brain is a complex organ and
variations of human behavior are an
endless sea of subtle differences.

We know that the brain is an emotionally driven organ and as a
leader or coach, we want to be able to tap into the full power of
the brain by understanding our hopes, dreams, visions and what
drives each of us emotionally.

But neuroscience helps us understand the very neural
substrates at the basis of human behaviour.

As human beings, we have developed to use the environment
to its best and allow for the reproduction and development of
the species – our survival and growth.

This document takes us through the four neuro-scientifically
founded basic needs of human beings and how these influence
our motivational behaviours and how we interact with the world
around us.

Our physiological needs that drive our physical survival: hunger,
thirst and sleep, are well known and understood. Here, we focus
on our psychological needs for our mental health and wellbeing: Self-Esteem, Orientation and Control, Attachment and
Pleasure maximization.
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four basic human needs

what drives you?
Self-Esteem

Needs that are present
among all humans:
Pleasure
Maximization

Orientation
and Control

Attachment

 The need for Self-esteem and its
protection and development
 The need for orientation and control
 The need for attachment
 The need for pleasure and
avoidance of pain
Each need stimulates different neuronal
circuits and will activate different
regions of the brain.
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Grawe, K. (2006) Neuropschotherapy: How the neurosciences inform effective psychotherapy. Mahwah: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates
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four basic human needs

self-esteem

Individuals are constantly looking to increase and protect
their self-worth.
Self-esteem is a specific human need and only possible through having the ability to
reflect and be able to perceive this and bring it to conscious attention.
Our interactions with others enable us to form this self-image that is influenced by a
complex network of interactions with others in the environment and their reactions and
observations of us.
We therefore develop a perception of our self-worth and a need for value.
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Cast, A.D., & Burke, P. (2002) A theory of self-esteem. Social Forces, 80(3), 1041-1068.
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four basic human needs

orientation and control

Everyone has a basic urge to be able to design and control
their environment.
We need to know where we are going and how to keep ourselves on the right path to
reach our destination.
A situation that is unclear and ambiguous stimulates a negative reaction in the limbic
system of the brain, specifically the amygdala. This in turn, will stimulate an immediate
fear reaction.
If the resultant stress can be controlled and mastered this may stimulate reward circuits
and be saved as a learned memory. Otherwise, this can destabilise the neuronal circuits
and trigger a negative cycle of thinking.
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Whalen, P.J. (1998) Fear, vigilance, and ambiguity. Initial neuroimaging studies of the human amygdala. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 7(6). 177-188.
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four basic human needs

attachment

Our need for attachment is laid down at birth in our brain and memory.

This means that our perceptions, behaviours and emotional
reactions and motivations can be laid down very early in life.
This is directly linked to the availability of an attachment figure, usually one of the
primary caregivers, for normal social and emotional development. If this is not the case
this will have a negative influence on the fulfilment of this need for attachment.
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Bowlby, J., Ainsworth, M., & Bretherton, I. (1992). The origins of attachment theory. Developmental Psychology, 5, 759-775
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four basic human needs

pleasure maximisation

We follow a simple logic to increase our pleasure and avoid
unpleasurable, dangerous or painful experiences.
Our experience over time gives rise to a whole network of mostly unconscious triggers
and associations that are linked to either positive or negative experiences and our
resultant pleasure or pain.
Our subjective experiences colour our view of the world and each person has their own
unique internal rating process based on our own unique previous experiences.
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Seidel, W. (2004) Emotionalle Kometenz – Gehirnforschung und Lebenskunst. Heidelberg: Springer.
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happy
chemicals

Section 03
Meet you happy, and not so
happy, chemicals and learn
how they make you feel.
Do you want to be happy or
avoid being unhappy?

chemicals

meet your happy, and not so happy,
chemicals
Five chemicals you need to
know about

What the heck has chemistry to do with what drives me?

 Oxytocin - regarded as the “love”
hormone
 Serotonin – closely linked with your
mood amongst many other vital
functions
 Dopamine – triggers the joyful hope
of anticipated reward
 Cortisol – our stress chemical
 Adrenaline – creates arousal and
readiness to ‘fight or fly’

Well, everything.
How you feel about a situation is your conscious interpretation of the physiological
response of your body triggered by a combination of chemicals released as a result of
your thinking (both conscious and unconscious).
It is a lot more complex than these five chemicals, but this will help you understand the
essence of how a change in the balance of these chemicals inside you changes how
you feel, and thus your motivations and desires.

section 03
Breuning, L (2012) Meet your happy chemicals, Integrity Press.
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chemicals

good times and bad times
When our thinking and perception of the environment is associated positively according to our own experience this triggers
the release of our ‘happy’ chemicals: serotonin, dopamine or oxytocin.
When we feel stressed, anxious or upset about the fulfillment of our basic needs this is the result of cortisol, norepiphrine (the
brain’s ‘adrenaline’) and adrenaline.

Positive Self-Esteem

Negative Self-Esteem

• + Serotonin

• + Cortisol

Good Orientation and Control

Poor Orientation and Control

• + Dopamine

• + Cortisol

Trusted Attachment

Little Attachment

• + Oxytocin

• + Adrenaline

Pleasure Maximized

Pain Maximized

• + Dopamine

• + Adrenaline
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Ghadiri et al (2011) Neuroleadership, A Journey through the Brain for Business Leaders. Springer.
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chemicals

motivational schemata
Motivational schemata are the instruments and methods that a person will develop through their lifetime to help satisfy their
basic needs or to protect them. Within this there are two base schemata. On the one hand the approach schema which is a
result of a person striving to fulfil their basic needs. On the other hand if a person strives to protect their basic needs this is
known as an avoidance schema.

Positive Self-Esteem

Negative Self-Esteem

• + Serotonin

• + Cortisol

Good Orientation and
Control

Poor Orientation and
Control

• + Dopamine

Trusted Attachment

Strong
Approach
Tendency

Strong
Avoidance
Tendency

• + Oxytocin

Pleasure Maximized
• + Dopamine

• + Cortisol

Little Attachment
• + Adrenaline

Stable
Positive
Optimistic
Carefree

Depressive
Negative
Neurotic
Worried
Pessimistic

Pain Maximized
• + Adrenaline
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happy or
unhappy?

Section 04
Happiness is a perception of
how well the world matches
your expectations and
desires.

happy or unhappy?

incongruence = the need for change

Current
Motivational
Schemata

Your motivational schemata influences your
concrete and individual day by day
motivational goals.
You compare this with your perception of the world and how
well you have fulfilled your basic needs.

Perception
of the World

Any mismatch or incongruence between your current
motivational schemata and your perception of the world defines
your behaviours and actions. Whether you act with the intention
of fulfilling your needs or protecting what you perceive you
have.

section 04
Ghadiri et al (2011) Neuroleadership, A Journey through the Brain for Business Leaders. Springer.
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happy or unhappy?

measuring happiness

EXAMPLE OF CONSISTENCY PROFILE
Preferred
Need to
increase
(sense of)
self-esteem

Current

Self-Esteem
20
18
16
14

Need to
increase
(sense of)
control

12
10
8
6
4

Pleasure Maximization
Need to
reduce
(sense of)
pleasure.
(Guilt?)

2
0

Orientation and Control
Need to
clarify
direction

Attachment
Need to
improve
relationships

Ask anyone and they will be
able to tell you how fulfilled
they feel.

But knowing what is
missing is often a much
more difficult question.
We’ve created a simple assessment
tool you can use to check this out for
yourself in the next section.
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the
happiness
test

Section 05
Measuring happiness can
help you determine which
specific areas of your life
deserve the most attention

measuring happiness

Happiness test

The happiness test is designed
to quickly and easily assess
your perceptions of your
current work environment and
your preference.

To launch this
assessment in a
browser window, just
click here:

gapps5.com
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choosing to
be happy

Section 06
Happiness is a state of mind
so how do you, at least,
become happier more of the
time?

Most folks are as happy as they
make up their minds to be.
Abraham Lincoln

choosing to be happy

can we be happy always?

You have choice!
Now that you know which of your personal drivers are best met by your perception of
the outside world, and those which are less well met, you can choose to deliberately
change your thinking.
You can:
 Change your perception, or
 Do something that will better fulfill your need.

Let’s consider how you do this…
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choosing to be happy

encourage – enable – empower
Encourage

Enable

Empower

• Recognize, develop and support
potential
• Encourage to take on new
challenges and develop

• Recognize and accept emotional
drivers
• Communicate clearly and
objectively, including self-talk
• Learn the skills of mindfulness

• Review progress regularly
• Seek and act on feedback
• Choose to use the tools daily

Self-esteem

Orientation and
control

Attachment

Pleasure

section 06
Kenworthy, J. (2014) The GAINMORE™ AdvantEdge, Partidge.
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choosing to be happy

can you do this for yourself?

Can you:









Recognize that you have all the potential you need to achieve your success?
Encourage yourself to be challenged to develop the skills and mindset?
Recognize that your emotions drive your behavior?
Always communicate clearly and objectively including self-talk?
Learn the skills of mindfulness?
Review your progress regularly?
Seek feedback and act upon it?
Choose to do this daily?

If you didn’t answer
yes to all, or feel
unsure, schedule a
free breakthrough
session with us.

You answered yes to all of these didn’t you?
gapps5.com
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Kenworthy, J. (2014) The GAINMORE™ AdvantEdge, Partidge.
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how can we help you?

success coaching programmes

gapps5.com
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I came that they may have and
enjoy life, and have it in abundance
(to the full, till it overflows).
John 10:10 (Amp)

